Large capacity, high-performance file transfer. FileRunner is a file transfer service, with no caps
on usage, file size or volume, specifically optimised for transferring media assets at high-speed.
Working directly in your browser, there are no downloads, plug-ins or costly server installs
making it both quick to set up and easy to use.

MEDIA OPTIMISED
FileRunner is designed to work with your
existing workflow and tool sets. It uses multithreaded parallel TCP uploads which maximises
the throughput of your available bandwidth no
matter what you’re sending. Whether you’re
transferring directories of frame
sequences or large file individual files we’ve got
you covered.

HASSLE-FREE
Getting your team set up on FileRunner is fast
and simple. There’s nothing to download or
install on your machine to get started, and no
expensive server installs to invest in: all you need
is a web browser and a basic internet
connection. It’s simple to use, so most users
won’t require any training at all.

FileRunner is the only file transfer service on a dedicated private network. It leverages Sohonet
FileStore as the underlying storage technology, making your file transfers fast, secure and reliable
and eliminating the need for local server installs. Multi-threaded parallel accelerated file uploads
allow for bandwidth optimization—better yet, there are no limitations or pricing governance on
bandwidth utilized.
Sohonet FileRunner allows you to share unlimited data packages with collaboration partners who
are already on the Sohonet Media Network (there are over 500 of them around the world). Each
FileRunner account also has an included allotment of bandwidth for off-net recipients, so your
transfer is seamless, regardless of where you send the files. Your packages are HTTPS-encrypted in
transit, ensuring secure and reliable transfers.

COST-EFFECTIVE
Our pricing models are simple and flexible. FileRunner can be deployed for as little as three
months allowing you to make significant cost reductions by migrating some of your traffic
from other services.

For more infomation on FileRunner head to
https://www.sohonet.com/filerunner/

FEATURES
Unlimited file sizes
File transfer really is unlimited. Sharing heavy
HDR videos or VR files is no problem at all.
Unlimited usage
Send files to as many people/places as you need.
No usage caps or storage limitations.
No need to limit or shape bandwidth
FileRunner uses TCP so it’s friendly to other
traffic on your network, and you don’t
create bottlenecks.
Easy to use
Simple web application with no tech
experience required.

Studio-grade security
Fully encrypted transfers, audit logs,
reporting and 2FA options.
Data traceability
Your data is hosted on a Sohonet-owned disc, so
we know where your data is at all times.
Automation tools
Auto-download application for Mac OS
and a CLI tool for programmatic transfers.
Store for 15 days
Enables individuals to access files when it suits
them.

WHO’S USING FILERUNNER?

Our clients love FileRunner’s ease of use and the simplicity of the browser-based interface.
Being encrypted and secure also ticks the boxes for our clients and us.”
John Mahtani, CCO at Cinelab London

For more infomation on FileRunner head to
https://www.sohonet.com/filerunner/

